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Flatness strongly correlated with generalization

 Measured by  F-norm/Spectral norm of Hessian matrix

 Intuition: Assume that the testing loss is shifted from the training loss.  

Sharp minima will have a larger testing error.
[Li, Hao, et al. "Visualizing the loss landscape of neural nets." Nips, 2018.]



From observation to methodology
 ALRS scheduler
Using large learning rate. Decrease as slow as 
possible.

 Backbone
e.g., use residual connection/wider toeplitz matrix.

 Regularization
Perturbing the gradient to prevent convergence into 
local optima.

[Chen, Huanran, et al. "Bootstrap Generalization Ability from Loss Landscape Perspective." ECCVW, 2022.]



Inspiration to my research

 Observing the phenomenon
e.g. decreasing the loss slowly results in better generalization.
 Make some conjectures
e.g. flatness result in better generalization
 More rigorous theoretical explanations
e.g. assuming the testing loss is shifted from training loss...
 Validating the explanations
e.g. measuring the spectral norm of Hessian of different optima
 Proposing new methods
e.g. new backbone, new scheduler.



Rethinking Model Ensemble in 

Transfer-based Adversarial Attacks

ICLR 2024



Adversarial examples raise security concerns

Dong et al. How Robust is Google’s Bard Against Adversarial Image Attack. NeurIps Workshop, 2023
Huang et al. T-sea: Transfer-based self-ensemble attack on object detection. CVPR, 2023



One definition of adversarial examples

Goodfellow et al. Explaining and Harnessing Adversarial Examples. ICLR, 2015



Transfer attacks

Sitawarin et al. Defending Against Transfer Attacks From Public Models. arxiv, 2023.



We formulate the transfer attack as 
generalization problem
 Target: attacking all the deployed models

where F is the set of all models.

 However, we can only access to surrogate models F_t:

 Similar to ERM, a generalization bound given by Hoeffding inequality:



Inspiration by generalization bound

 Increasing number of models and number of images

Huang et al. T-SEA: Transfer-based Self-Ensemble Attack on Object Detection. CVPR, 2023
Xie et al. Mitigating Adversarial Effects Through Randomization. CVPR, 2019



This work, a new conjecture from loss 
landscape
 Closeness of landscape result in better generalization



Closeness and generalization

 Conjecture: closeness and flatness are both 2-order information.A 
way to connect them with generalization: Tayler expansion of testing 
loss at the optimum of each surrogate models:

 Decompose them by assuming the indenpendence:



Better generalization with closeness

 Now: closeness of testing landscape strongly correlated with testing 
loss.

 We need prove: better training closeness, better testing closeness.

i.e. closeness generalize better than directly training by loss function.

 Intuition: closeness is measured by the distance of optimum. If 
optimum is some distribution with variance, then the probability of 
generalizing better can be bound by this variance.



Encouraging flatness



Encouraging closeness

 How to optimize this:



How to encourage cosine similarity



Combination of closeness and flatness

Zhang et al. Boosting Adversarial Attack with Similar Target. arxiv, 2023





Amazing performance



Validation of our algorithm

 Exactly same time complexity with SGD&Adam&MI

 But much higher performance



CWA is a universal optimizer



Interesting experiments

 Attacking the common weakness

 1:β/2 is the best tradeoff



How Robust is Google's Bard to 

Adversarial Image Attacks?

NeurIPSW 2023







Bard



GPT-4



New Bing



ERINE 文心一言



Summary

Formulate the transfer attack as generalization problem

Identify closeness, introduce flatness

Proving that closeness is another good properties for generalization

Proposing CSE, CWA optimizer/attacker

Successfully attack GPT-4 and Bard
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